Concrete Kibble
Warning
Safe working load (SWL) must not be exceeded.

Pre-use inspection
Inspect Machine
 Ensure welds upon the kibble are free of cracks or other deformations
Inspect Workplace
 Ensure that the area in which the kibble is going to be used is clear and free from any
obstructions that could lead to injury/damage to personnel/property

Operating Instructions

 Before loading any material into kibble ensure discharge gate is fully closed.
 To lift kibble attach crane hook to the top point of the kibble and proceed to lift slowly
 To open discharge gate, pull the kibble handle downwards always closing the gate by the reverse
action once enough material has been poured

Safety Instructions

 A competent person with a ‘worksafe’ dogging or rigging certificate should normally operate the
kibble.
 Operator MUST ensure that at NO TIME do personnel ride or be in the kibble
 The extremity of the fork arms shall not be used as a lever to lift a load
 Maintain relevant clearance of electrical conductors
For the complete operators manuals please feel free to ask at the counter for a copy

Hazards
Identified
Kibble falling off
hook
Pinching Hazard

Hazard Identification and Risk Assessment
Injury
Risk Control Measure in place
Death
Crushing
Severed limbs
Severed fingers

Ensure kibble is securely located on crane/forklift
and maintain a constant distance from kibble
while elevated. Ensure Crane is weighted greater
then that of the kibble
While pulling down handle to open or shut
discharge gate ensure limbs stay away from all
gaps

This operating and safety brochure is intended as a guide only for the safe operation of this equipment. It does not override license requirements nor is it a
substitute for a structured operating lesson. If you are unsure about any aspect of the equipment or its capabilities of if you are in doubt as to its proper usage,
feel free to consult our trained employees for instruction or the answers to any questions you may have regarding the safe operation of this equipment.
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